
Cyberwar - Free Thinkers
 

You are the chaos and the order
You are....the Free Thinkers!

 
Free thinker are people from the public who participate actively to the cyberwar games. 
Everyone can join the fight and help or work against countries trying to make their way to world 
domination. They’re free and not part of any team. They can sell their services and informations 
in the auction house for team to buy them. Selling in the auction house is their way of making 
money. At the end of the game, the richest Freethinker win something fun ;)
 
 
 
 

 



Scoreboard
The center of the Cyberwar game is the scoreboard. As Free Thinker, this is where you can 
register and create auction for your...”special stuff”. Please note: nothing prevent you from 
seeling your “hacking services” but you have to find a way to communicate with the teams on 
your own!

Access the scoreboard
scoreboard.hf (how simple is that!)

Create your account
Simply click on Register now in top of the window and enter the required informations.

 
 
 
Create auction



 
To add an auction so teams can bid on it, click on Create auction in the menu on the top of 
your window.

● Item : The flag/informations you are offering. Only the team who will win the auction will 
see it.

● Description : Describe what you are selling
● Starting bid : Minimum 1, maximum 400. The minimum value you want for your 

information.
IMPORTANT: Item and description have a 400 (after html encoding) chars max length.
  

 
Enter your password and click on Add item. As soon as the auction end, you’ll see the money 
added to your bank account.

 
Restriction:
At any time during the game, it is prohibited to attack infrastructures that are used for 
the game such as the scoreboard. A player caught trying to hacks those system will 
automatically cause disqualification and expulsion of her and his team.
 
 


